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Explore a new vision with us 


At EyeMed, we have a unique perspective on vision care insurance. It's through the eyes of our 72 million members.1 They're at the center of everything we do. We're here to "wow" them with vision benefits they'll actually "love" using. Making their lives not just easier, but better.
 



Become a client

Benefit administrator login 


















Choice and Covenience
EyeMed is all about choice. With America's largest vision network,2 we have the right mix of providers—independent, retail and online. That means members can go where they want, when they want. It's important. Because when members stay in-network, they get the most value from their vision benefits.3 
Flexibility and Value
Our benefits are designed for freedom of choice and maximum value. When members are ready to purchase, we put no restrictions on what they buy. Complete freedom to choose what works best—or looks best—for them.
Benefits
	The flexibility to design a benefits package that fits your needs
	The freedom to choose any ophthalmic frame, lens or contact lens without frame towers, formularies or restrictions
	With Eye360,4  members get:	$0 exam copay
	$50 added to the frame allowance4
	$100 second pair benefit (and that's applied after our industry-leading 40% off second pair discount)



Offers and deals5
	Industry-leading 40% off a second pair of glasses 
	Members-only offers on eyewear, LASIK, hearing aids and more can always be found on Member Web

And more 
	Emergency eyewear, access to providers and 24/7 support for vision care problems outside the U.S with our Vision Abroad program.6

Reimagining Simple and Transparent
We keep vision benefits easy with an eye on value. Easy and transparent is our mantra. That's why 98% of clients say we're easy to work with.7
	Open enrollment and communication support to make sure employees understand their benefits
	Welcome Kit with ID cards for all enrolled employees—with unique QR codes to help members instantly create member web accounts
	User-friendly tools like our Enhanced Provider Locator tool, EyeMed App and customized text alerts
	Award-winning service7 available 7 days a week, with hours aligned to provider office hours8
	99% client implementation satisfaction for the last 15 years9

If you have a challenge, we have a solution
Members get more of what they want when we focus on our network, benefits and creating an easy experience - because every solution we generate is designed to save money, save time or make life easier. Healthcare costs are rising. Needs are shifting. People have more to do and less time to do it. We’re here to help you face these challenges - and more. Get in touch to see how we can help.  
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Why Vision? To help your employees see life to the fullest

It’s a big, bold, beautiful world out there – with so much to experience, so much to see. And because the eyes are the window to it all, vision benefits play a leading role. When your employees have outstanding vision care, great things can happen. They’re healthier. They’re happier. Plus, they’re more productive.
But vision care can lead to great things for you, too. Think: competitive benefit packages that may help you attract and retain talent, and potentially lower overall healthcare expenses.




Want to know more?
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Looking to get in touch? 

Contact us, and we can talk about how EyeMed vision benefits could help your employees see life to the fullest.




Contact Us















1 - EyeMed internal book of business analysis, 2022.


2 - Insight network. EyeMed State Analysis 2012-2022. 


3 - Members can check the provider locator to see if their provider is in-network. 


4 - Additional prescription glasses allowance is available to qualifying groups. Additional glasses allowance is for prescription glasses only and can be used on frame and/or lenses, with or without lens options. Not available in all states. Discounts are not insured benefits.


5 - Discounts are not insured benefits and are subject to change at any time.


6 - Vision Abroad is not an insured benefit.


7 - T2B National and Strategic segment. 98% of clients responding to the EyeMed Client Satisfaction (CSAT) Survey conducted by Walker Information, 2022.


8 - Purdue University Benchmark Portal independent assessment of call centers nationwide, 2022.


9 - Based on 58 responses, EyeMed Implementation Survey, 2008-2022.
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